
PYTHAGORAS TRIPLES COURSEWORK

Math's Coursework: Pythagoras triples. I am investigating the relationship of the sides in a Pythagoras triple. I will
hopefully be able to find formulas for each side, .

In this equation a and b are the legs of a right triangle, and c is the hypotenuse. Change the scale by dragging
point 1,0. Of course, 1 and n are always factors of n, and we say that n is a prime number if 1 and n are the
only factors of n. Drag the text box when it gets in the way. Now take any prime factor f of r. However, if c is
even this remainder must be 0, while if c i s odd the remainder must be 1. We shall show now that these a,b,c
can be written in the form 1 for some suitable p and q. Also, not every choice of r and s here gives us a triple
of whole numbers. Unless the line is tangent to the circle, the two have a second common point. Here are two
useful facts about factors and square numbers. We now know that iii must hold and we shall take a to be the
even number and b to be the odd number. This task can be very open-ended or more structured depending on
how much guidance is given. We now know that f is a factor of each of a,b,c and this cannot be so else again
we would have reduced the triple a,b,c still further at the outset. The configuration consists of the unit circle
centered at the origin and a straight line passing through the point -1, 0 which lies on the circle. In fact, neither
i nor ii can happen so let us see why. The applet below illustrates this concept. We do not regard 1 as a prime
number even though its only factor is 1 , and you should now check that the first few prime numbers are 2, 3,
5, 7, 11, 13,  Drag the center of the coordinates to any desired position. The pixels may be many but,
nonetheless, they are arranged into a rectangular grid. Students then choose one set of Pythagorean triples to
explore in detail and to develop an algebraic expression that will generate more triples in that set. Attempts to
find formulas for Pythagorean Triples have been dated back thousands o This lesson explores some patterns
found in Pythagorean Triples. First, we must show that r and s cannot have any common factors. The same
argument is true for s as well as r, so that as r and s are square numbers.


